DIFFERENTIATED LEARNING

End-of-Year

Theme Day
CAMPING THEME
for grades 1-3

70+
pages

Differentiated Review Pages
Math, ELA, & Fun!
3 levels of practice for each topic

stars for identifying level of difficulty
ELA topics:
contractions
inflectional endings
plural nouns
shades of meaning

Math topics:
addition
bar graphs
comparisons
time

+4 fun
pages!

Differentiated Reading
Comprehension Passage
3 levels of practice

+ alt. version of level 1
with dashed lines

stars for identifying level of difficulty

Bear Hunt Flashlight
Review Activity
3 levels of review questions

picture code to
identify topic

Students use flashlights or glow
sticks (suggestion) to search the
room for review questions.

32 questions per level

students record
answers on
clipboards
(sugggestion)

Same ELA & Math
topics that are
covered on the
review pages.

Campfire Story
Writing Activity
Signs for story
writing mini
lesson.

story maps

Theme paper for writing
final drafts of campfire
stories.

Quiz & Brain Breaks

3 levels of review quizzes + 12 brain breaks

Quick
quiz
3 levels

Brain Breaks

+ comprehensive teacher guide!

Let’s have s’more fun!
introduction
End of year review can feel like a
daunting task but it doesn’t need to
be that way! You can help your class
review important concepts from the
year while also having a ton of fun.
And this resource includes everything
you need to do just that!
Included in this resource are themed,
differentiated review pages for a
work packet, a whole class review
activity, a writing activity, differentiated reading comprehension passages,

a door sign, and a quiz. Keep reading
for an explanation of each page in
this resource.
We like to call these end of year review
(& fun!) days D-LITE Days. D-LITE
stands for: Differentiated Learning &
Interactive Theme Experience. Your
students are sure to find this review
day a “d-lite!”

work pages
Choose the pages you want your students to complete. There are more than you’ll
need, so choose what is most useful. Most topics are leveled to allow you to
differentiate your students’ work. I usually give all the kids the same packet (unless
I have a really low student), but I like the option to choose the correct level of
difficulty for my class.
The pages are marked with a star in the boom right corner. One star pages are
easiest; three stars are hardest. The numbers don’t neccessarily correlate with a
grade. The camp themed fun pages are not differentiated.
I prefer to copy and staple the pages into a packet. I reduce the masters to 1/2
sheet and copy 2 to a page, double-sided. That’s 4 activities on 1 sheet of paper! It
may work beer for you to keep them separate and distribute them over the
course of several days. Do what works best in your class.
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s’more or s’less?

Let’s have s’more fun!

Compare the numbers using the greater than, equal to, or less than symbols.

GREATER THAN
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s’more or s’less?

Let’s have s’more fun!

Compare the numbers using the greater than, equal to, or less than symbols.

GREATER THAN
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 one
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CLICK HERE TO BUY THE
FULL RESOURCE NOW!
DIFFERENTIATED LEARNING

End-of-Year

Theme Day
CAMPING THEME

review activities
reading passages
writing activity
& more!

grades
1-3

